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Newly single Chloe is moving on from her cheating, soon-to-be ex-husband. But she has no
idea how to be single! Drop-dead gorgeous Brad is the perfect partner for her pretend dating
road test, but can Chloe resist the very real temptation?
Along Came Polly...
Former air force special ops soldier Matt is a survival expert. So when he found out his dead
best friend’s son was being held for ransom, he vowed to bring the baby boy safely back into
his mother Aimee’s arms. Yet he didn’t expect Aimee to capture his heart!
Nyc Angels: Unmasking Dr. Serious by Laura Iding Hot–shot surgeon Dan Morris fixes his little
patients' hearts, but no woman has ever melted the icy barricades around his own. Then he
meets cheery Molly Shriver, the physiotherapist treating his injured son. Her 'joie–de–vivre'
helps Dan see the world in a new light. Molly might be able to see behind Dan's mask to the
damaged man beneath, but she knows better than most that letting her help him heal is a
whole other issue... NYC Angels: The Wallflower's Secret by Susan Carlisle Since making the
ultimate emotional sacrifice for her sister, counsellor Lucy Edwards has kept her feelings
buried and her heart on lockdown. Enter neurosurgeon Ryan O'Doherty, complete with piercing
blue eyes and roguish charm. Working with him on an emotive case brings all of Lucy's painful
memories to the surface...and even closer to Ryan. Lucy's finally tempted to let someone in –
but will their fragile relationship survive her most difficult revelation?
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NYC ANGELS: Unmasking Dr Serious Hotshot surgeon Dan Morris fixes his little patients'
hearts, but no woman has ever melted the icy barricades around his own. Then he meets
cheery Molly Shriver, the physiotherapist treating his injured son. Molly might be able to see
behind Dan's mask to the damaged man beneath, but letting her help him heal is a whole other
issue...NYC ANGELS: The Wallflower's Secret Since making the ultimate emotional sacrifice
for her sister, counsellor Lucy Edwards has kept her feelings buried and her heart on
lockdown. Enter neurosurgeon Ryan O'Doherty, complete with piercing blue eyes and roguish
charm Lucy's finally tempted to let someone in...but will their fragile relationship survive her
most difficult revelation?
Twelve-year-old Sunny Nwazue, an American-born albino child of Nigerian parents, moves
with her family back to Nigeria, where she learns that she has latent magical powers which she
and three similarly gifted friends use to catch a serial killer.
Killian knows all about vampires and aliens. They’re not real. But when a handsome swimmer
climbs into her storm-tossed boat an hour from her summer destination, the worlds of fantasy
and reality suddenly collide… Cuttylea Island has no mall, no social scene, and no action. But it
does have a mysterious stone tower, ageless islanders, and a secret as astonishing as a
mermaid’s tale… Before the summer is through, Killian will find the truth of her family’s
past…and the role she is destined to play in a centuries-old curse.

From matchmaker…to perfect match? Whitney Thomason prides herself on being able
to find the perfect partner for anyone, but heart surgeon Tanner Locke is a real
challenge! He wants to settle down, but he's adamant there'll be no falling in love…
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When Whitney's candidate falls through, it's up to her to be the girlfriend Tanner needs
for his weekend business getaway, but two days in close proximity proves torturous.
They know giving in to temptation is a bad idea, but desire is more powerful than
reason…
Although Charlotte has been able to put the past behind her, there is one memory she
cannot shake, so when she returns to Tombstone as a famous actress and singer, she
is reunited with Jake Cottrell, who longs to be the one to wipe away the pain and turn
Charlotte's passionate dreams into reality. Original.
Hotshot surgeon Dan Morris fixes his little patients’ hearts, but no woman has ever
melted the icy barricades around his own.
Surgeon Johnny Griffin's world stopped when he lost his wife and unborn child. Now,
only his little patients can brighten Johnny's day. Until the moment bubbly new nurse
Polly Seymour whirls into his ward and turns his life upside down! She's the ray of
sunshine this brooding doc needs, the only woman who can make him feel alive again.
It could be the second chance Johnny's only dreamt of, if he doesn't let her slip through
his fingers.
Determined to exact revenge on the man who sired her and sold her to a wealthy
landowner, bank robber Violet Mallory meets her match in Gregory Kline, a fellow thief
who has been hired to take her back home and tame her wild nature, which is no easy
task when desire rages between them. Original.
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Since making the ultimate emotional sacrifice for her sister, counsellor Lucy Edwards
has kept her feelings buried and her heart on lockdown. Enter neurosurgeon Ryan
O'Doherty, complete with piercing blue eyes and roguish charm! Lucy's finally tempted
to let someone in...but will their fragile relationship survive her most difficult revelation?
Stunned to find herself agreeing to wed Lord Greenhave, the son of her benefactor and
the most notorious and dissolute aristocrat in London, Christine, a lovely and virtuous
orphan dedicated to her charity work, must match wits with an unrepentant rake to build
a lasting love. Original.
Loreen Matland knows good-looking men are trouble, so when Jake Winslow answers her ad
for a mail-order husband to help save the family farm, she is very cautious, until she realizes
that he is just what she needs--for her farm, her family, and her heart. Original.
The sweeping, unforgettable story of an interracial couple in 1990s New York City who are
determined to protect their love against all odds—a reimagining of Romeo and Juliet
“Triumphant . . . sensuous, tender, and faceted like cut glass.”—Cathy Park Hong, awardwinning author of Minor Feelings Hannah, a Korean American girl from Queens, New York,
and Angel, a Puerto Rican boy from Brooklyn, fall in love in the spring of 1993 at a
quinceañera: under a torn pink streamer loose as a tendril of hair—lush— his eyes.
Darkluminous. Warm. A blush floods her. Hannah sucks in her breath, but can’t pull back.
Music fades. A hush ~ he’s a young buck in the underbrush, still in a disco ball dance of
shadow & light Their forbidden love instantly and wildly blooms along the Jackie Robinson
Expressway. Told across the changing seasons, Angel & Hannah holds all of the tension and
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cadence of blank verse while adding dynamic and expressive language rooted in a long
tradition of hip-hop and spoken word, creating new and magnetic forms. The poetry of Angel
and Hannah’s relationship is dynamic, arresting, observant, and magical, conveying the
intimacies and sacrifices of love and family and the devastating realities of struggle and loss.
From the star of Broadway's The Book of Mormon and HBO's Girls, the heartfelt and hilarious
coming-of-age memoir of a Midwestern boy surviving bad auditions, bad relationships, and
some really bad highlights as he chases his dreams in New York City With a new afterword *
"Candid, funny, crisp . . . honest and tender about lessons of the heart."--Vogue When Andrew
Rannells left Nebraska for New York City in 1997, he, like many young hopefuls, saw the city
as a chance to break free. To start over. To transform the fiercely ambitious but sexually
confused teenager he saw in the mirror into the Broadway leading man of his dreams. In Too
Much Is Not Enough, Rannells takes us on the journey of a twentysomething hungry to
experience everything New York has to offer: new friends, wild nights, great art, standing
ovations. At the heart of his hunger lies a powerful drive to reconcile the boy he was when he
left Omaha with the man he desperately wants to be. As Rannells fumbles his way towards the
Great White Way, he also shares the drama of failed auditions and behind-the-curtain
romances, the heartbreak of losing his father at the height of his struggle, and the exhilaration
of making his Broadway debut in Hairspray at the age of twenty-six. Along the way, he learns
that you never really leave your past--or your family--behind; that the most painful, and
perversely motivating, jobs are the ones you almost get; and that sometimes the most
memorable nights with friends are marked not by the trendy club you danced at but by the
recap over diner food afterward. Honest and hilarious, Too Much Is Not Enough is an
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unforgettable look at love, loss, and the powerful forces that determine who we become.
M&B brings you the very best Medical Romances of 2015 in twelve lovely romances to renew
your faith in life – and love! This wonderful collection includes:
Alex Rodriguez and Layla Woods learned the hard way that their passion was as destructive
as it was sizzling.
New York magazine was born in 1968 after a run as an insert of the New York Herald Tribune
and quickly made a place for itself as the trusted resource for readers across the country. With
award-winning writing and photography covering everything from politics and food to theater
and fashion, the magazine's consistent mission has been to reflect back to its audience the
energy and excitement of the city itself, while celebrating New York as both a place and an
idea.
Head nurse Scarlet Miller’s takenoprisoners attitude makes her a force to be reckoned with on
the neonatal ward.
When wealthy Brittany Ellis and Alex Fuentes, a gang member from the other side of town,
develop a relationship after Alex discovers that Brittany is not exactly who she seems to be,
they must face the disapproval of others.
A behind-the-scenes look at the meteoric rise and stunning takedown of a nightclub empire, by
the man who held the reins. Limelight, Tunnel, Club USA, and Palladium--the cutting-edge,
insanely successful, and notoriously decadent clubs that dominated New York City's
entertainment scene, their influences reverberating around the world. Across four decades, a
single mysterious figure stood behind them all: Peter Gatien, the leading impresario of global
nightlife. His clubs didn't follow the trends--they created movements. They nurtured vanguard
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music acts that brought rock, house, grunge, hip-hop, industrial, and techno to the beautiful
ones who showed up night after night to tear the roof off every party. But as Peter and his
innovative team ramped up the hedonistic highs, Rudolph Giuliani was leading a major shift in
the city. Under the guise of improving New York City's "quality of life," the club scene was
targeted--and Peter Gatien's empire became a major focus of the administration. In this frank
and gritty memoir, Peter Gatien charts the seismic changes in his personal and professional
life and the targeted destruction of his nightclub empire. From Peter's childhood in a Canadian
mill town to the freedom of the 1970s, through the excesses of the 1980s and the ensuing
crackdown in the 1990s, The Club King chronicles the birth and death of a cultural
movement--and the life of the man who was in control of every beat.
In its 114th year, Billboard remains the world's premier weekly music publication and a diverse
digital, events, brand, content and data licensing platform. Billboard publishes the most trusted
charts and offers unrivaled reporting about the latest music, video, gaming, media, digital and
mobile entertainment issues and trends.
"Head pediatrician Jack Carter may be the king of emotional detachment, but working with
psychologist Nina Wilson tests his iron control to the limit! When a heart-wrenching case
throws them together, legendary bachelor Jack soon finds that he's getting closer to his
colleague than his cool, detached persona would like"--p. [4] of cover.
Ignazio Vitale n’est pas un homme bon. Je le soupçonne dès notre première rencontre, je
sens le danger qui entoure cet homme. Il a une façon d’exiger l’attention, de prendre le
contrôle, de savoir ce que je pense avant même que je le sache. C’est à la fois inquiétant et
attirant. C’est sombre et redoutable. C’est tout ce que j’ai toujours voulu, et pourtant la
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dernière chose dont j’ai besoin. Une obsession. Il ne lui faut pas longtemps pour m’attirer
dans sa toile, me charmer jusque dans son lit et me prendre au piège de sa vie, une vie dont
j’ignore tout avant qu’il soit trop tard. Il a des secrets, des secrets que je ne peux percer et qui
m’empêchent de partir, même si je le supplie de me laisser m’en aller. Je l’aperçois parfois
dans ses yeux, cette noirceur terrifiante et fascinante à la fois. C’est un monstre dans un
emballage somptueux, et ce que je découvre en le démasquant change absolument tout. J’ai
envie de le haïr. Parfois même, j’y parviens. Et pourtant, ça ne m’empêche pas de l’aimer.
A wallflower gets seduction tips from a playboy athlete--until love changes the rules. Socially
awkward Joellen Bixby has a date every Saturday--with her cat, a pint of ice cream, and
fantasies of the way-too-handsome Michael Maddox. She'd give anything to win over the
unattainable CEO of her firm, but how can she when she blends in so well with her cubicle?
The answer may be closer than she thinks. Cameron McGregor is a cocky, tattooed Scottish
rugby captain who just moved in next door. He's not Jo's type--at all--but the notorious playboy
is offering to teach the wallflower everything he knows about inspiring desire. Though a lot of
women have rumpled Cam's kilt, Jo is special. Far from the ugly duckling she thinks she is, in
Cam's eyes she's sharp, funny, and effortlessly sexy. Now, thanks to him, Jo is blooming with
confidence and has the man of her dreams within reach. Unfortunately for Cam, he's just
helped to push the woman of his dreams into the arms of another man--and now he's in the
fight of his life to keep this beauty from getting away.
"After gossip headlines announce that reluctant socialite Eleanor Aston is in a 'relationship'
with smooth-talking Texan Tyler Donaldson, for one glorious night this fake fling becomes fact,
not fiction! Devoted nurse Eleanor knows she's in over her head with neo-natal doc Ty, and
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that's before the paparazzi discover her baby bombshell!"--p. [4] of cover.

Hot Single Docs: Meeting His Match: NYC Angels: The Wallflower's Secret / NYC
Angels: Flirting with Danger / NYC Angels: Tempting Nurse ScarletHarperCollins
UK
One night, unexpected consequences... But can they be a family?
Head nurse Scarlet Miller's take-no-prisoners attitude makes her a force to be
reckoned with on the neonatal ward, but no one has ever questioned her
devotion to her patients. She thought her hidden vulnerability was impenetrable
... but E.R. doc and struggling single dad Lewis Jackson ties her heart up in
knots! Suddenly this tough-cookie nurse is wondering if Lewis and his troubled
daughter might actually be her undoing ...
Love always finds a way...
Who wants to be rescued by a hot Alien Warrior Lord Super hero? Curvy,
intelligent and determined Kyra must find a way to escape a failing space station
after a collision with space junk. She needs a miracle. Rescued off the failing
space station by 'foreign' astronauts, she discovers that not only are Aliens real,
but they're also the inspiration for our Superheroes. Add a dash of gorgeous
Warrior Lord of the Star Ship Fleet that rescued her and she's destined to find
love in the stars.
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The Wallflower's Secret - Susan Carlisle Since making the ultimate emotional
sacrifice for her sister, counsellor Lucy Edwards has kept her heart on lockdown.
Enter neurosurgeon Ryan O'Doherty, complete with piercing blue eyes and
roguish charm! Working with him on an emotive case brings all of Lucy's painful
memories to the surface...and even closer to Ryan. Lucy's finally tempted to let
someone in, but will their fragile relationship survive her most difficult revelation?
Flirting With Danger - Tina Beckett Dr Brad Davis's success with women is the
talk of the hospital, but even he knows that nurse Chloe Jenkins is strictly offlimits. But when she shows up on his doorstep seeking refuge and wearing little
more than lingerie, Brad is very tempted to break all the rules... Tempting Nurse
Scarlet - Wendy S. Marcus Head nurse Scarlet Miller's take-no-prisoners attitude
makes her a force to be reckoned with on the neo-natal ward. She thought her
hidden vulnerability was impenetrable...but A&E doc - and struggling single dad Lewis Jackson ties her heart up in knots! Suddenly this tough-cookie nurse is
wondering if Lewis and his troubled daughter may actually be her undoing...
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